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THE LEBESGUE D0MIÜ3A1ÏCE PROPERTY POR A 
CLASS OP APPROXIMATING PUHCTIOHS 

question of the integrahility- of the approximating functions often 

arises. With, reference to this}several sets of sufficient conditions 

have been established for passage to the limit under the integral sign. 

It is the purpose of this paper to study the conditions under vjhich 

two of these, namely those of Lebesgue and Vitali, are applicable to 

sequences of approximating functions of positive type, and In parti¬ 

cular to determine to what extent the condition of Lebesgue is more 

restrictive than that of Vitali. 

The paper was suggested by H. E. Bray and is the outgrowth of 

a note given by him to the American Mathematical Society in October, 

1927Î The theorems in sections 2, 3, and 4 were obtained by him at 

that time. 

Typical examples of approximating functions of positive type 

are given below. It is well known that each of these functions 

approaches the function -^fx) almost everywhere, being a summable 

function. Por the purposes of this paper^x)will be considered as 

non-negative and summable on the interval 1 

(i) The Poisson integral 3ir 

(ii) The Weierstrass Puni 
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(iii) The Landau Polynomial 

Lfyn) = 

fft) dt 

e>" dt 

r\+ o 

(iv) The Fejer Integral 

F(*,f\) - 
/Ufi7 n i 
/Urt7 i 

dt n^cQ 

Each of these functions satisfies the conditions of Vitali 

as set forth in the following theorem: 

(A) Given a family of suramable functions jYt X ) on a set E 

such that Êùv\£Yi,x) =px) almost everywhere. Then if the absolute 

continuity of is uniform for e contained in E with re¬ 

spect to all t, 

That the absolute continuity of the integrals of the functions 

(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) is uniform may be shown as follows: 

Note first that each of the functions has a kernel (or func¬ 

tion of discontinuity), » such that j£ K( ^ 4 

By means of a translation we may write each of the functions as 

•*> 

fY*+-£) dt / 
It is then necessary to show that 

,t> 
r*1 

ZJ* Mj Krn,t)ff)c+t)d-L -*o 

Since the function is summable, the order of integra¬ 

tion may be interchanged. Then, after a translation, we have 
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Xi * 

T ft***f - J K(n,t)6i J 4 S& 

But is summable, so that for X/- Vt sufficiently small (and 
/•£* 

hence for^Xt'Xt sufficiently small) we can make £jYxJciX^ 

Then, since the integral of the kernel is unity, 

which is the desired result. 

There is a converse to the theorem of Yitali, due to de la 

Vallee Poussin, in the case where is a non-negative family: 

(B) Given a non-negative family of summable functions on a 

set E such that almost everywhere. Then if 

it follows that the absolute continuity of 

Jp( t|X) doe is uniform for alijt, e being contained in E. 

Slowing now that the approximating functions under considera¬ 

tion satisfy Vitali’s condition for the approximation to a summable 

function, we wish to consider the more difficult problem of finding 

under what conditions they satisfy the more restrictive condition 

of Lebesgue. This condition is set forth as follows: 

(C) Given a family of summable functions .j^Won a set E 

such that almost everywhere. Then if f ffaX) ) 
with^Xj summable, we have 

The problem, then, is to find conditions which must be placed 

upon an arbitrary non-negative summable function ^(X) in order that 

the dominance condition of Lebesgue may be satisfied for the functions 

(1), (il), (iii), (iv). 
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2. THE AVERAGING FONCTION AND ITS RELATION TO THE PROBLEM 

The function 

(v) 
/* r1 

froo = =yjj<^ r° 
is called the Averaging Function and has the property that, for 

ffx) summable, J2ùv\ -falmost everywhere. Moreover, 

is of positive type, the kernel being ~~ . Hence the 

proof of the preceding section on the uniform absolute continuity 

of integrals is also valid here and (*) satisfies the hypothe¬ 

ses of (A). 

The importance of the function , which is a very simple 

approximating function, is due to the following theorem: 

K4f* 

THEOREM 1_. A necessary and sufficient condition that the 

functions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), satisfy the hypotheses of (C) 

is that (v) satisfy them. 

As an example of the method of proof, the theorem will be 

proved for the function (iii). A similar proof can be carried out 

for the other functions. 

Let £(x) be non-negative and summable on the interval o*X4l . 

We consider the kernels for the functions (iii) and (v). In order 

to simplify, suppose that the point x in the functions has been 

translated to the origin. 

The kernel for (v) is the function , which is constant 
r 

for each value of }*- on the interval and zero elsewhere. 

The kernel for (iii) is the function 

r O (-/?.(i-VI') = 0(sr».i» 

Xo-t'pH « O(-k) 
since 
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The graphs of these kernels are shown below: 

Tig. 1 

6 

Observe that if (v) satisfies the hypotheses of (C) when the ker¬ 

nel is ■— , it still satisfies them when the kernel is O('jï) . 

In order to prove the necessity of the condition it is suf¬ 

ficient to show, since 5(11,t) is monotone decreasing in the in¬ 

terval, that there exists a point "to with such that 

S0n,i*) - • This is immediate since (l-'n) - "e" 8114 

S(r\, ÿ=-J = /TL (t-TT)" = ) 

This is shown graphically on Figure 2. by means of the dotted line. 

The sufficiency of the condition will follow if we show that 

r r 

'ft 

is dominated by a sumnable function, since in the Intervals 

and Yl-n**’ txfc 1 the function 50), U is dominated by a function 
, * 

of the type ÿ~~jT • 

Let /‘XAt Ji P^t) = / 
J X 

Integrating by parts, 
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r JL \ XI 
The first term is bounded. Furthermore,Yfl rf'Xj ^ / and Ha £ 

are positive and less than a summable function by hypothesis. 

It then remains to show that the integral is bounded when multiplied 

b. Vi-n',/vvr 

We have * (l~~n) /t%dt ^ 3~ 

7^ 7VPt 
i 

* 3 

Hence we get, finally, that if {WW** p(*HL, then 

//i/ / "^M^v 

/tHrn ) 

V*/"ffx+t)(U‘)’,di < FfXiVi-rf^ 
''l/Vn 

which proves the sufficiency and completes the theorem. 

A remark should be made at this point concerning the para¬ 

meter n. For the Landau Polynomials this is an integer, while the 

of the Averaging Function is a continuous parameter. However, 

if the theorem is valid when n is restricted to integral values, it 

is still valid when n is unrestricted. This is seen as follows: 

Let A be a continuous parameter and n an integer with /) 

Then , r I n ^ 

JL L(\n) , 
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3. A RESULT YJHEN fOO IS MOHOTOHE. 

THEOREM 2. If -jW is a monotone increasing summable function 

on , a necessary and sufficient condition that ff*(*) he 

less than a summable function p(x) for all is that ff*) (lx" 

be summable on the interval tffeXtl . 

Let 
FM -J Then if - J/-X where f^~ is 

r* 

arbitrary, we have 
x+t* 

il) fV (x> - Jjf^àï = 
FY^ - FW 

2 - * 

Since ^60 is monotone increasing, the maximum value of (1) 

occurs for ÿ- 1 . Hence we have 

« . . FOi-Ft*) 
(2) syYLMC frfx)   JZTx   

To prove the necessity of the condition note that the function 

(2) may be taken for pt*). Suppose, then, that (x) is summable. 

Then (2) is summable. 

Consider the interval OfcXtV<| . Integrating by parts, 

A' 
f F(t)-FfX) j_ pr/iX + / 

(5) 

Since the first term of the right member is non-negative, we get 

(4) /?>’ h-ir* 

By hypothesis the right member of (4) is finite for ~x!~ 1 . Hence 

in the limit as Zf-*l we get 

'{X) -JZT~ d* - f /- X 

from which the necessity of the condition follows. 
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To prove the sufficiency, note that there is a dominant for the 

first texm of the right member of (3), namely 

(5) [po-R‘fpvfyiqr*' 

Hence as x'-^X (2) is summable on £>*->cfe/ for all p because 

get r* T^d' ‘ Jj"‘ f~X 

from (3) and (5). Then for all x'<. I 

,f(m 

we 

— dz 
f-)e 

In the limit, as X1—> I » we get 

which completes the proof. 

4. A NECESSARY COED ET ION FOE f(X) ARBITRARY 

THEOREM 3. If |YX) is an arbitrary non-negative summable func¬ 

tion on Otxti , a necessary condition that be less than a sum¬ 

mable function pM for all M is that 

be summable, where z'< %" on the interval û£Xél. 

If fjifXX pfx)cL, for every jX , then ^ L ( p(x) 

with y > X " and y, constant. Hence 

Integrating by parts, 

= [F<t»-rrr>] 
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The integrated term is positive. Thus s 

ff*>h-£jrik <J.r,'i<lx 
Jx' o JX for all ^ > X 

„ tf-*' v -V>' 

and in the limit as jj’** we get*   being increasing, 

fj<"h J#jr-dx 

which proves the theorem. 

5. THE EQUIVALENT MONOTONE JUNCTION 

Theorem 2. suggests a method for obtaining a sufficient condi¬ 

tion when jW is not a monotone function. Following this suggestion, 

we make the following definition: 

DEFINITION: The monotone increasing function is said to 

be equivalent to on the interval OérXi-i if, given a positive 

number JL , 
smE(fn) é Jl) = M)E(fl(X) ) 

Such a function may be constructed as follows: 

Let- Pü~ E('pfX) £ @) and let 'WlPjp = ^ ^ 

Then i is a non-decreasing function of $ with left hand salt! 
* 

at most. The inverse function is an increasing function of "t 

which is uniquely defined except for (l) values of i. contained in 

lis. 3 

1--%W 

a saltus interval of *j'() and (2) values of i corresponding to 

intervals of constancy of &) . In case (1) the definition may 

be completed by making constant on the saltus intervals of 
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In case (2) the function £j(i) is not defined uniquely, but the 

values of -t constituting this set form a set of measure zero so 

that these values are immaterial. 

The function ^ ft ) is the monotone function equivalent toffti , 

uniquely detemined almost everywhere on the interval 0±X±1 . 

We see from this definition that the set of values of x for which 

lies between two numbers and A has the same measure as the 

interval on which £J(i) lies between £1 and A. . 
It follows from the definition of jjtt) that, given -£> < A 

e«A ù . 
where e?,pvs B( (U pX)4 A ) and j'(£y ) = J J ( A I * ** 

6. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION WHEN IS A STEP FUNCTION 

The sufficient condition that jp(x) be dominated by a summable 

function for all |4 will be obtained first by taking j^x) as a non¬ 

negative step function. The case when |5fx) is not a step function 

will be obtained by means of a limiting process. Hence in this sec¬ 

tion we prove the following theorem only for a step function. 

THEOREM 4. A sufficient condition that|j<(X)be less than a 

summable function for all f* is that itrfj be suranable on the 

interval 0^X4 1 , where is the monotone function equivalent to^x). 

There is no loss of generality in supposing that the step func¬ 

tion is defined over intervals of equal length. We divide the inter¬ 

val into n equal parts by means of à lattice. Suppose the intervals 

are closed on the left end, and let the values of the function on 

each mesh of the lattice be given by the sequence faa'bHv - 

where we suppose that no two of thelhjare equal—l.e., let e —“ 

in lowest terms with ^ prime and for^f'l . The reason 

for this restriction will be pointed out later. 
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Cons icier the following: 

(6a) 

(6b) +***■ ] 

A 

(6c) 5r> “ Z ] 
t'1 

(6d) 5n * 5K 

mj* +— +yn& ) 

* KEMMft. 1. If SrpSn then yn^W^i for ^ /,V *>-» } n * 
1 

The method of proof will he mathematical induction, and the 

Lemma will be supposed valid when the number of W-j is less than n. 

(la) To show first that if ^ AE^'l then 5n 

In order to do this we prove first that if j P7$ithen 

(7) AüjlO < Af J> -&I 1 

We have 

A[i,«l = 
lAW]' (8) 

Hence 

(9) A[i.n]> Af-Mn] 
and also 

A[^i<] = (10) 
From this it follows that 

(11) lies between / 

''TL 
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(12) ADI-2] lies between Aand At'&i+f; 2 ] 

Thus it suffices to show that 

Alfa > A[4t+'t * ] 

A[i, 4tt ] ^ A[ £ ] 

so that it is sufficient to show that 

> AT i,4,] 

Suppose, if possible, that ^ At 

Then 

+1 

1 (7>ij+- + —(/7W,^- 4-w^, ) 

y-0(orh,+- f inf » ) 

Thi-f •• 

which contradicts the hypothesis that from (6b). 

Therefore . Then Sw for Y) i£ix is not depen¬ 

dent upon any with . 

From this it follows that if 

Syfe, ~ L AT 

54 
Re*’ 

then 
(13) S i,vt - yv 

We show now that the sum 5rtcan be increased by a permutation 
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of tlie Yf\^ , which will prove (la) 

Suppose the two arrangements of the Wjj before and after the 

permutation are ^ ^   niw 

r* : 'flu,*', m*, ~ mf, 

with corresponding sums Sn, and Sru 

Employing the induction^suppose that the maximum Sn. is ob¬ 

tained for the subsequences tth, TY»»,**- and WÆ.+V W-K 

when the are in increasing order. 

Then the term of 5n, which begins with W)4(+1 is 

/yrtJrti + •*->• f Wx. _ M 1 

while the tenu of 5*H beginning with )7l4,+ i is 

E A[I>W3 by(9) 

But A[-L«,n] by (9) and thus, at least one term has been in¬ 

creased by the peunutation. But since all terms of 5n( can be ob¬ 

tained from the arrangement l\ [by (13)j, it follows that there has 

been no decrease in the total. 

Hence (la) is proved. 
c* 

(lb) If the fllj are in natural order, then on 

Suppose in the induction that is increasing for ^ = 3>V*‘ 

To show that sn\t<- 'Wn 
Y*. 

By (la) we have 5n = X. 
3el 

Suppose, if possible, that YJ>.fc< YH»< W$+fand let two arrangements 

of the sequence (W^be 

p f: /Yfltj vh, v* /rYlA/ 471-t+i, ... sm* 

f" : /Wk, nj}) — ^i, 'Mt+s ••••m* 
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wit la corresponding sums 

Then Cu - b( - 

St* l °» 
* 

yyit-f*. -f wv» 
n- 

|L ^ I » 

Çai<£*i term by term 

term by term 

I ^11 . 
From this it is seen that 5HOH and that unless the are increas¬ 

ing, the sum 5K. can be increased by a rearrangement. 

Thus (lb) is proved. 

In order to complete the induction consider the case n=2 . 

Let WWYiH . Then if T , f , 5n , 5n are arrangements and sums 
4' 

for r w, 

r": m,nw 
ir ^ • 

we have On *> since 

5*. = ato+yii, 

5» * 
'YYh +Wt 

•4-0712 

and the Lemma is now proved. 

In order to get the final results in the paper, we need to have 

an inequality similar to that of Lemma 1., but in terms of integrals 

rather than sums. Consider the expression 

Ss. ; £ ■> Tt 
n T 

which was obtained by multiplying the function (6c) by the léngth 

of the intervals into which the interval oiXU ms subdivided. 

Divide each of the intervals ÜV into p parts of length AX . Then 

we have a new set of nj> numbers namely j = i|2/. ••• op 
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We have, then, the expression 

tv 

I 

 J w—w ~ W 

*t TVS +>•• + »UY ^ ^ AVS X^XJ-I 

4— i 

where •(*(*) is the function equal to ^ ~t - ? — at the ends 
1 

of the intervals AX . 

Let fo(X) be the function originally defined over the n. intervals 

of OtXt | and^nfxjthe monotone function equivalent to fh(X). Then 

if is determined by the sequence of values , after subdivid¬ 

ing the Y\ intervals into p parts each as Before, we get an analogous 

expression 
r\p 

ÿ m,V^a = j_ ) 

for the equivalent monotone function. 

HP 

and in the limit as p-> «° , 

(13a) c/* 

By Lemma 1. we have 

Thèse limits exist since -j-n(x) is continuous except for at most 

a finite number of values of x. This is apparent in the above figure 

the function jVft*1being the greatest slope of a chord joining a point 
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(X;FŸ\(*)J to a poim. , K being positive. 

functions 

It should be noted, however, that the greatest possible value 

is not given uniquely for a monotone arrangement of the in the 

case where some of the may be equal. This difficulty is avoided 

by assuming that none of the Wlj. are equal,as was done. 

Theorem 4. follows, in the case of a step function, from (14) 

and Theorem 2. For we havennow the following result: If -pi(x)is a 

step function and ^vy(x)the equivalent monotone function, a sufficient 

condition that^wjiOtjbe less than a summable function for all ft is 

that *j*pfa)be less than a summable function for all j* . But ) 

is a monotone increasing function, so Theorem 2. applies. 

7. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR ffx) ARBITRARY 

Consider now the case in which -pCx ) is an arbitrary non-negative 

summable function for but such that the sets on which ^fx)=C 

where C is constant have measure zero.* 

Let «|(x) be the monotone function equivalent to fYv) Let 

by means of a lattice of order n and construct a polygonal function 

with vertices at the intersections of fOOwith the ordinates erected 

at the n division points. Let this polygonal function be FVifX) . 

The derivative DFviM exists almost everywhere and is a step function. 

Divide the interval I 

* It turns out that this restriction may be removed later. 
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The following notations will be used: 

fuji (*) - 

fV*> = 

fv?6 Ot> = 

FW)-R*> 

r* 
b6 ff (*) =■ 

bd f^Oc) = 

r 
7 

rr J f(x+l)di y-X+p 

jr J flifx+iïd-t t]***}* 

l = i(x) i. V. 

lnz Wx) 2 * 

FH-1- F<*1 

Fw^nl-Ffr Qj.) 

Ivy-TL 

A similar set of equations is obtained for the functions flp(i) ,£jnp(k), 

^*00 » and^wfX) . Note that in place of F&) andfhfo)we should have 

(y( I) and 6*0) because GM, being the integral of a monotone in¬ 

creasing function, is convex and the chord of maximum slope from any 

point on the curve will always terminate at the right hand end. 

LEMMA 2. F*(x) -R*) This is a classical result since FiMis 
■' ■' - ■■ — V|*«o 

an(absolutely)continuous function. 

LEMMA J3. almost everywhere. 

For if yf\ Xi!*/ are two mesh points of the n^*1 lattice of a net 

(H) 
covering the interval OiXt 1 such that Xi £■ X t Xi'-*i , then 

WÏÏ- F«ï') 
f»f*> = ' — KlHI 

and 

.JUw&M? DFfx>= f'*> ' almost everywhere. 

LEMMA 4. The absolute continuity of J^-fnMcbcis uniform. 

Consider the functions |*(X) and |WX)on the k^*1 mesh of the h*'^- 

lattice of a net on the interval Oèxfel . Let this mesh be u)fc(X(>lX4w) 

Since ^\(x) is a step function, •{*(>)- = constant for X^etX 
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Then since F«fxjtï = Foa) 

(14) 

Let C'U)^ be the subset of 6 in which u)Jklies* with <7Y\(€ U)ft)= <5-fir 

Then 

(15) f 
cuUc 

In view of (14) there exists a set 0 € U)4? with YT>ê-^4î such that 

(16) J_ fM d** £ Â&iïJe ? D 

Then, as withDlê , it follows from (16) and (15) that 

/ ■pn.lwdx—> D as <m(e'u)4t) ->o 

If we now sum up all the integrals like those of (15), we get 

fç$ilV\àx - Z7>* -*D with frï)(& ) , indepen¬ 

dently of n. 

COROLLAET. It follows immediately that the absolute continuity 

of h)dx is uniform since clearly ef exists such that 

Jef*i/*)dx = J'^twé'X- 

where 7T(ç)F m^') , JWx) andJ^Ohoing equivalent step functions 

LEMMA. 5. JLCYVL &n{x) 
n -f'co 

The proof of this Lemma will be divided into two parts » 

Case (l). The set of points on which pYx) - C has measure zero. 

We have &(*) - Jo •ptfi.jdi 

where E - E (f(t)±fl(x) r B (fUUgnt) +E(fU)*fl(t)) 

.** = E" •+ E' 

Note that E-E is null and that the measure of £** is zero. 
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Let £« = E ( fr(t) ± Bn r E( frl-L) é^Ocl) 

noting that n)^ïïl£>t 

From Lemma 3. we know that fVi) almost everywhere. Suppose 

that the set of points in which this convergence'does not take place 

is H# • Then let E- Mo- Ef , Et\~ Mo- En « Ho — ^ 

Since £= En-En'CE , we obtain 

The result will follow if we show that in (17) the last two 

integrals are zero in the limit. To do this it suffices to show 

that (En 'CE') And W(B *CEn ) -> D as /71~* oO , since the absolute 

continuity of the integrals is unifora. We will show it for the 

first set—the proof for the other is the same. 
f t » f 

Consider the set En *C£ * Suppose that to € En for infinitely 

many values of rt . For these values of VL we have 

(18) |{WM - ffM W & 

(19) Ç 

so that .|YM< fj( *)-*-€. . From this it follows that, since € is ar¬ 

bitrary, in the limit we get pfio) & ^(x) and therefore 

(20) JfcvŸi En C E' ~ E * + E* ** E*-H» 

from which 

(21) xfem ( EL - E ) C E 

On the other hand, suppose that to C E** . 

and for KL sufficiently large, say greater than Y\o 
* 

From this it follows that 

Then f(l>)<tj(X) 

, we have jn(-L)<‘jO<), 
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(22) JLiyy*~ ^ g* 
1rv-»oû“ 

# y 
and, since F • F is null, 

(23) ( E* — £ j ^ 

Combining (21) and (23), 

(24) Jli44'U f£*-- ^ ) = B' 

t* 
Consider now the characteristic fonctions ^Py> and <P of the 
t * 

sets £y\ and £ respectively, From (24) we have 

./ * . . * 

n -+<* 1 / 
- o M* C £' 

We have 

and therefore 

-m (b!-ce*) =£ fi a- f*)dp =ff;o-f)dP p 

« £"' Cta* 

yr\ ( En>C£’* ) - )^p 

£ Jfn 0- f *) d p , -f/Ain 0~f* J^P 
H * J. w £ 

- O. 

Hence 

(25) shwu /fy\ (£YI >CE
1
 *) = 0 Similarly îiw\ SW (E'C■= 0 0 \i ' 

,¥ ) . , 
Since - ME (17) reduces to 

(26) GMS ~ fottUl-t-JfyifiJdtJ 

f-C£* 
and in view of (25) we obtain 

(27) Gfv;= JB = Êntf^fikOUâ’L 

JUw* J£=■ Arvt y ^M^)(lt= y But 
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and since %n - '1W £» - W 5? 'TTJfn 

* V 
Jhyn XM - Jky**- s)M - 'W £' - <>T» £■ - YY) £ = X 
'H**0 y ^ )C ^ 

4?» f* ~ 

we get 

Then since 1 (•£) d"t =■ Jltw- f jtitt- ièi- v 

by the unifoim absolute continuity of we see that the 

last integral is zero and therefore we have the result 

g.(x.)x JOW* J fn/'tld't Gd*) 

Case 2. The function jXx) has intervals of constancy. 

The number of such intervals of constancy is clearly denumerable 

at most. We let Ci be the set of values of x for which|X*) has the 

value Q.C . Consider the following linear function 

- |5t^ fe<» [Of x] ) % c ei 

= o xecGi 

with pi & constant for each interval (or sum of intervals) on which 

J^(X) has a constant value. We can let p~ fyi where jP is arbitrary 

but positive. In the case where there is only a finite number of 

sets of constancy, we assign values pj to each set and let Ÿ he the 

largest of them. If there is an infinite number we let pc - ^>/o< 

The function f(x)+L fi(x> 

then has no sets of non-zero measure upon which the function is constant. 

Since p • 07l[ 0, I ] =■ p , E '(*■) - "jP 

the most that can be added to the function|Yx) is p. 

Thus 4 P* From the definition of the equivalent mono¬ 

tone function, we get | $ fPH * ) ~ (j ^ I - P 
„ (t> 

From the definition of ($(\) and Q(Y) it follows that 
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(28) 

similarly 

I &(*.)- \ i J ! t f> 

(s«> I <3»fx.) | 4 Ja I t ? 
a>) (?) 

But from part (a) we have $2**' ~ fl-r» 

so that (p) um » 
(so) | Gn(V«)- 6#(X*)I S 6 for T? > tt* 

We have |Gj»(^#) ~<»(Xoî| é (G* (Xu)-G(X*)f-hjGy{(Kb)-Gt*(Xt)l+IG (X«)-&(Xo) 

By talcing H > DP we can make the first tem of the right member 

less than tyx . Then choose p ( . We thus have 

l&n(Xo)- &CXo)j < € 

which proves (b) and completes the Lemma. 

It will be noted at this point that the original restriction 

on the function -pfx) , namely that its intervals of constancy have 

measure zero, may be removed. 

IBM 6. Jly*. /n7*)- almost everywhere 
~~ n-x*> 1 

That is. fnfZ* )~ IMIX) _ _F(2-F(*) almost everywhere. 
Zn-X Z-X 

Case l.Z>X 

Since •jn^) “ ^ fnpfx), it follows that 

and 

Fk(t*)-Fn(x) > Fnte) - F(*> 
' z- x 

(«) BiM-KM >e-fy,fi).FW_ FIZ)-FI*> 
Z„-X Vfer Z-X “ 2-X 

by Lemma 2. 

On the other hand, consider a convergent sub sequence^ i of 

such that Own- ïr\L - ^ » the superior limit of the sequence . 

Then 
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,,,) fe;K/a.)-fi.W-g-1,.Sfe.i)-Sifx)- F(î)-F*> , FS WH 
z„- x ZHC-X 2 - X ?- X 

since £3fl,(*)=£|t£«L 

The result for Case 1. follows from (31) and (32). 

Case 2 • ï — 1 

We have, then —F^) F(*)_ = p+ F(*) - PY*) almost everywhere 
? - X 1 

<*) „(*> 
If Xi , Xt#-' are mesh points as in Lemma 3., we have 

fW F(y«') - F( vl**) 
Zn~X ~ 

so that 

(33) Ftifaj-FW) Jfa*\Ef*£+” -F(yi) - f(y) almost everywhere ^ " ÏÏ5^S XtS-’tfH 7 

As in Case 1. we choose a subsequence ïnj j of {^K ^ . Then 

(34) 
J^MïÙzEd» s J^frOasizMlLz F(V^(y) 

L-f'P ïni -X Z - * 

/- m)- F(*> 
Ï-X 

almost everywhere. 

The result for Case2. follows from (33) and Ç34), and the Lemma 

is proved. 

LEMMA. 7. Jhw. fjw (y)' ^((*) almost everywhere. 

The proof of this Lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 6. 

It is necessary to use the result of Lemma 5^ however. 

We return now to a consideration of the arbitrary non-negative 

summable function ^Vx) on the interval I . It will be necessary 

to consider a bounded function and then take the limit as the bounding 
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Let pW*)" for X^A/ 

ft/fX) ~ N for X> ^ 

Corresponding to pWOO is the équivale nt monotone function^(\) . 

LetfpN^Mandl^tojnfX) be the step functions corresponding to -p<ft)and 

defined as ms done oh page 16. Let 

fjfx) ,MZ"l~ - fcdWx)' r f* 7 r 

= Wj-Nf no 

A 

Then -p^OO^A/ so that (fN/nOO^Al and the absolute continuity of 

is uniform, for all TV-. 

Similarly, the absolute continuity; 

From (13a) we have 

: ofy^N)n(x)J X is uniform. 

and by applying Lemmas 6 and 7 we obtain 

(35) J pX he) dx ± ^ fvdx 

For 

Observe that the sequence jplsl (X)| is an increasing sequence. 

0 FN+I ( V ) = ^>N+»(X) for “X notin H«+i 
p Fÿ (X.) =■ -fw(X) forx not in HN 

the sets |-j j being the exceptional sets ôf measure zero. 

Then if x is not in any of the sets Hjj , fo+« (X) increases more 

rapidly that f>j(x) does since pw(x) è pN+'(X) . Therefore, since 

FÀf-fi (ÿ) 2 F*() ~ F* (X) 
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We have 

,„ftî tâfo) - MiM-eJ*} > Fwfa)-fi|»>_g rN(x) 
(56) rN4( “ £*+,-* ' ZN-X ‘ ÏN~* 1 

where 2N+I and ÏH are the values of X which causej'^j(X) and -pv (X )} 

respectively, to be maxima. 

Notice also that^W* FOOfrcm the definition of the inte - 

gral of a summable function. 

. . n* mm 8. JWfUx^fOO almost everywhere 

Hence show that JUY*- almost everywhere. //-v* Z*f-X ï ~ X 

Case 1. 2 > X 

Since fWl-W is a maximum, .frfaHVx) > FN^)- FN(X) 
Z*I~X Z-w-X 2~X 

Hence 

(57) 
Fvf^)-Rv(x) _ rm-Kxj 

ZN"X 2 -X 

ir 
Also, sincejj,(x)is an increasing function of N , 

JwfiM-foW ^ JW- Fix) (56) 
Z*-X 2- X 

from which 

(38) L 
Zw-x 

F(Z)~ F(X) 

Z- X 

The result for Case 1. follows from (37) and (38) 

Case 2. 2. - X 

Then   = D+F(X ) - -pf* ) almost everywhere 
2 — X 

Since F*(2.*)- FK (X) ^ £) FN (xJ--C(X) almost everywhere, 
Zw-X » 

if follows that 
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(59) Atvt' 
✓M ->«o 7x<->f 1 W-»T>Û I I <M -*«° X 

almost everywhere. 

On the other hand 

Rfo)-E.(» , F(l)-FI*> . - : -pf X ) almost everywhere, 
£- X I 

and 

(40) Am FN(2H) - £âY»J ^ 
^•6 2v-X 

4 fPO 

' The result for Case 2. follows from (39) and (40). Hence the 

Lemma is proved. 

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4. we shall need the 

following theorem, due to Beppo Levi: 

(D) If j'fwfx)^ IS a non-negative increasing sequence of summable 

functions such that XMMÇNU) 
S fY*) , then 

A/-** 1 ‘ 

finite or infinite. However, if f llléx tfcO then S'*(X ) is 

summahle. 

We have, from (35) J0 /W*) dx ~ ^ X 

But since , we obtain1 

is summable on thè interval I , then 

IfMàx 4 oO by Theorem 2. 

Hence if is summable on the interval 0 4 X ~ X 

we obtain 
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and by applying Levi's theorem, 

(a) /*>*»'* = 

Thus 

/ eô when ÿ fV) Mr*J — is 

summable. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. for an arbitrary 

non-negative summable function. 

It will be noted that the sufficient condition which is given 

by Theorem 4. is the best possible condition. This follows because 

the condition is also necessary when |?fx ) is a monotone increasing 

function. 

Viihile the paper was being prepared it was discovered that 

essentially the same results were obtained by Hardy and Littlewood 

in 193of Instead of the relation (41) they obtained a stronger 

inequality in terms of the functions j? fX ) and rather 

than in terms of the integrals. The method of proof employed by 

Hardy and Littlewood, while not identically the same as that used 

here, is of the same type and depends upon the notion of obtaining 

the results for integrals by using a monotone function and applying 

a limiting process to step functions. 

1. Acta Mathematics, Vol. 54, 1930; pages 81-116 
"Inequalities” by Hardy, Littlewood and Polya; Chapter 2T. 


